
A bubble is usually a gas within a liquid. 

When we create a bubble using soap we trap air in a very thin film made of three 

layers.  The outside layers are soap and the inside is water! 

Bubble blowers are one of the oldest types of children’s toy.  Even with no money 

for bought toys most families have been able to find a piece of wire to twist in to a 

hoop and some soap to make a bubble solution. 

Blowing bubbles is an experience full of joy and wonder and with 200million bottle 

of bubble solution being sold world wide every year by the end of the 20th Century it 

is something enjoyed across the globe. 

• When you are using a wand to blow bubbles blow GENTLY. 

• Don’t shake or stir your bubble solution too much, if it goes foamy it 

won’t work! 
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It is very simple to make a bubble wand, all you need is a piece of wire or 

a pipe cleaner. 

 

Experiment with the shape of the wand...does it make any difference to 

the shape of your bubbles? 

Another bubble maker you can create at home is called a bubble      

trumpet.  You dip the big end in bubble solution and blow through the 

small end. 

1. Roll a piece of card into a cone shape and secure with sticky tape.  

Carefully cut each end to make them straight. 

2. If you want to make a decorated trumpet draw and colour on the card  

before you begin so you don’t squish it once you have made the 

cone shape. 

3. You could also use stickers to decorate! 



HOMEMADE BUBBLE SOLUTION WITH HONEY 

4 cups clean water 

1/2 cup dish soap  

1/3 cup honey 

1. Combine lukewarm water with the honey and stir completely to dissolve honey.  

2. Slowly pour in the dish soap and gently stir to combine.  

These recipes work best if you are blowing SMALL bubbles using a bubble wand or 

bubble trumpet. 

If you want to make GIANT bubbles best results can be achieved by purchasing 

speciality mixture.  Ready mix bubble solution is widely available online. 

HOMEMADE BUBBLE SOLUTION WITH GLYCERIN 

750ml water 

45ml dish soap  

1/4 teaspoon of baking powder 

1ml glycerin 

1. Gently mix the glycerine and dish soap together . 

2. Stir slowly as you add the water (warm water will help the ingredients dissolve). 

3. Sprinkle the baking soda over the top. 

• Keep the solution cool once it is made to prevent evaporation. 

• Don’t add extra soap to try and create stronger solution, the soap will 

reduce the elasticity of the bubbles. 


